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ITEM #20, CONTINUED:
Let {X n I be a stationary sequence and X 5. . X n be the order statistics in I n of X 1 .... X In this paper, the limiting distribution of X n ) , where k -0 n k nIn -+ X, O<l_1 is discussed under distributional mixing conditions. For stationary normal sequences, the limiting distribution of (n) , where kn/n -X C (0,1;, is a n normal with mean zero and variance 2 r exp{-a 2/(+r)) Y2 1+ 1 n X n X rX (I-X) I f I/ o k = + ln=O 0 (l-r 2 ) I /2 dr if the covariance {r n converges to zero as fast as n " , p>4, a t being the i-percentile of the standard normal distribution.
Accession For NTTS CRA&I DTI C TkH E) juast iotion nDistribution/ ivailabilitY Codes Avail and/or (n) of X 1 ..., X . In this paper, the limiting distribution of % , where k n o nn n k /n ), 0 0sl is discussed under distributional mixing conditions. For stationary n normal sequences, the limiting distribution of % where kn/n n (0,1), is a n normal with mean zero and variance 20 r exp{-a2/(i+r)}
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Let {X ) be a sequence of random variables and X (n)< ... "< X (n) be the order n 1n statistics of X 1 ..... X n ' In this paper it is assumed that the senuence {X n } is ;tat iotiiry and that the ranks k ot" the orher statistics IX sati s!V the !'ol n k n lowing condition:
Since the case X=I is easily transformed to the case X=O, we discuss only the cases:
The case X=O has been discussed by Watts, Rootz~n and Leadbetter 171. The case O<X<I has been discussed by the present author [21, but the mixing condition in 121 is hard to check. Here we consider the cases X=O and 0<1<1 simultaneously, tinder a distributional mixing condition used by Leadbetter [4] .
Notation, assumptions, and introduction
Let {X I be a stationary sequence with finite dimensional distribution func- Let f and n be two sequences of positive integers such that t n n 5 n. n n n n Def ine
To obtain our results we need j =Nnl( n+.n n n N N to dicus. the limitinq distrihitinns of )n n ri and n' As preliminaries, we obtain the following lemmas. 
Since ( ET . I -< C n,)
where C I ,C 2 C 3 are constants.
Proof: Using stationarity of the process, we obtain Z-2 7 -s-I n n El nklInj I nk I (Zn -S-t)E-Inl -1ns¢ ~1n~l _<i<Ji<k_ 5 5=k t=In1t+
Since
El nl I ns n s + t l =P(X<-u nX s<u n x s t <u) -F(un)[P(Xl<_u n x s + -u n ) + P(X<-Un,+ s+t+l U n + P(Xs+l£UnXs+t+l<Un + 2Fn3(Uns, it follows that (n 'Zn ) and in the same way that -3
zek n nj+ so thait the lemma is nroved.
where C, 2 C 3 C C are constants. sl n+
Proof: Using stationarity of the process we obtain
it follows in the same way as in the proof of lemma 1.2 that e-13 -s-2 7 -s-u-i n n n 14t
we also have
Hence the lemma is proved. §2. Some limit theorems
We introduce the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: For some sequence of positive integers,
Assumption II.
For some sequence {1/} of positive integers,
It is obvious that the constant in (2.2) may be different i the seuce'
.u } is changed. But we can show that U must be the same for any {u I satisfvinc 1.1) with some real u. --
Furthermore, if (1.1) holds for some uER, we can use
2)' and (2.3)' respectively in the above statements. In (2.2)" and
where a is a real number such that F(a n-0) !5 k /n _ F(a n ) , and the event !X .an ~n n n i is defined as {X.<a }.
I n
Proof: The first part of the lemma follows from
Now we show the second Part. By the definition of a(k n/n), it is easy to see that
.
This proves that (2.2)" and (2.2)' are equivalent.
In the same way, we can show that (2.3)" is equivalent to (2.3)'. 
Proof:
Let
Hence by Chebyshev's inequality, it follows that
Since E)n = 0, we have 
which is equivalent to (2.9) N EFn -
Since tinder assumption I or TI, 
For the first term on the right hand of (2.12), we have
we have nl nj n n nj'
Therefore, for the second tem on the right hand of (2.12), it follows that n C I n n~3N ET.
.
Lastly. by using lemma 1.3, we obtain
Hence (2.10) holds. To prove (2.12), expand
For the first term on the right hand of (2.13), it follows that nn '4
for the second term, we also have ni nj nn nii j'
it is seen that iii ni n n n ni njp N NZ 2 NC 7'-1 n 2 -2 n n 2 2nn
for the fourth term,
) E " Y < 62--9 y tEni + 2n 7 r ?-I ,.i , In this paper, we will find the limiting distribution of X(n) under condition (3.2) k n considering only the case in which O(u(x)) is not degenerate. k n 16 and determined by (2.2)", and
O>(3
Proof: According to theorem 2.5, we have k
for all XEB(u(')).
By taking x 0 () x n x and using the continuity of @(D) and u(.), it follows that lir P(X () < ax+bn lim P(X n)< anxob lir P(X (n)< anxn+b ax n n __ n on P(k n nx n n i1 n n n n
i.e. lim P(X(n) < a x+b = ( 1/2 u(x)) still holds. Similarly we can show n kn n (3.4) also holds if u(x) = --. This proves the theorem.
From this theorem we know that under assumption I or II, the limiting distri-X(n)_ hn x n k bn k -bn biitinns of n and may be different. In fact, we have a a n n Theorem 3.2 If there are a >0, b such that (3.2) holds with a continuous u(x), n n 1/2 (2.14) and either (2.1) or (2.4) holds with some t n = o(min(k
11
,74 for any
Proof: Notice (2.14) implies (2.2) and (2.3) with o=O. and (3.5) hold respcctively.
Proof:
It is proved by Wu [81 that if {k } is nondecreasing then the only posn sihle types of limiting laws of {f(n} are 4(ui(x)), i=1,2,3, where n -, log (C>0)
The theorem follows from theorem 3.1 and 3.2, by noting that ui(x), i=l,2,3 are cont i nuon s.
Smirnov [6] has shown that u(x) satisfying (3.2) need not be continuous if
0<,<l in (0.1). Therefore theorem 3.1 and 3.2 cannot be applied to this case, and a special discussion is therefore needed. ,Z),I j n.
We have
Noticing that under the condition, n ni of tile lemma, N n n nl
This proves the lemma.
.1 F n i= 1 lemma 3.5 Under the conditions of lemma 3.4, if for some real sequence {u n, n 0 < lim P(X n) < _ lim P(X (n) < < ) < n n n n then (2.5) holds.
Proof: If (2.5) does not hold, from Lemma 3.4 and the fact
we know that one of the two equations
Ai Jo must hold, contradicting the assumption of the lemma 3.5. Hence (2.5) must hold.
Theorem 3.6 Suppose that
1.
Nc(0,l) in (0.1);
2. there are a >0, b such that (3.2) holds; n n 3. for any u = anX+bn, XEBl(u(O)) -{x:
Iu(x)l < , x is a continuity point I n n n of u(x)}, assumption I or II holds for some R = o(k 1 /4 coThen the real in n in in (2.2) is independent of x and determined by (2.2)", and (3.4) holds. Furthermore, if conditions 1,2,(2.14) hold and either (2.1) or (2.4), with nOekn )
n n e *', then (3.5) holds.
ii Proof: It follows from theorem 2.5 that (3.4) holds for all XEB (u(-) ).
Thus it is sufficient to show that
If (3.6) is not true, we can choose a subsequence such that lim P(X~n)_ an,x(nbn,) = < 1 n' n i for some x., u(x O = -. Taking x 1 EBl(U(.)), we have x 1 <X,, and therefore
According to lemma 3.5, this implies (2.5) with un, = an,x0 bn,. and the real a in (3.4) can be found as follows
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(3.10) a 1 (P(X 1 a(X), X.
-a()
)
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where'
and a,. is a real such that F(a. -O)><F(a\), and the event {X 5a -O} means
Proof: According to theorem 3.6 and Smirnov's results as above, it is sufficient to ;how (3.10). Writing u = a x+h , XEB (U(')), we have • -,, .
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